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O n 9 January 2020 the Law 
Commission published its  
report on the ‘options to 

reduce the price of enfranchisement’. 
The report, which is part of a wider 
package of leasehold reform proposed 
by the Commission, presents three 
schemes which are designed to make 
it cheaper and easier for leaseholders 
to enfranchise. 

Background
In December 2017, the Commission 
announced that its 13th programme of 
law reform would centre on leasehold 
reform. Enfranchisement (alongside the 
right to manage and the commonhold 
system) was one of its three focus areas. 

The next step was for the 
Commission to publish its consultation 
paper on reforming enfranchisement 
(Leasehold home ownership: buying  
your freehold and extending your lease)  
on 20 September 2018.

The consultation paper proposed 
a streamlined set of enfranchisement 
rights within a unified enfranchisement 
regime. The rights broke down into 
four categories:

• a universal right to a lease extension 
for qualifying leasehold owners  
of both houses and flats (redefined 
as ‘residential units’);

• the right to acquire the freehold  
of a building individually; 

• the right to acquire the freehold of a 
building or estate collectively; and

• a ‘right to participate’ for tenants 
who wished to obtain a share 
of the freehold following an 

enfranchisement claim in which 
they did not participate. 

The consultation paper invited 
both freeholders and leaseholders to 
comment on the proposed reforms. The 
uptake was large. By the consultation 
deadline the Commission had received 
more than 1,100 responses to the 
consultation paper, and an online 
survey directed at leaseholders had 
received over 1,500 responses. 

Following consultation, the Law 
Commission intends to produce  
reports recommending reforms 
in relation to each aspect of the 
enfranchisement regime. The report 
is the first of these. The Commission 
anticipates that it will publish the 
remaining reports in Spring 2020. 

The existing valuation regime
Before exploring the report further,  
it is useful to revisit the key concepts  
of the existing valuation regime. 

Under the Leasehold Reform 
Act 1967 and the Leasehold Reform 
Housing and Urban Development Act 
1993 (collectively ‘the Acts’), qualifying 
leaseholders have four rights:

• Under the 1967 Act, a qualifying 
tenant of a house is entitled to  
an extension of 50 years. They  
are also entitled to acquire the 
freehold of their house.

• Under the 1993 Act, a qualifying 
leaseholder of a flat is entitled  
to a lease extension of 90 years.  
A group of tenants, who qualify 
under the 1993 Act, are also  
entitled to acquire the freehold  
of their building. 
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As each of these rights is 
expropriatory, giving tenants the 
right to acquire freehold interests or 
lease extensions from their landlords 
compulsorily, the tenants must pay 
their landlord a premium by way of 
compensation. 

There are two main methods of 
valuation which are used to calculate 
the premium, the ‘general valuation 
basis’ and the ‘original valuation 
basis’. The original valuation basis 
is set out in s9(1) of the 1967 Act 
and only applies to freehold house 
claims where the house satisfies 
various financial tests. It has limited 
application and the report does not 
recommend any concrete reforms to 
it. This article will, therefore, focus 
on the proposed reforms to the 
general valuation basis. 

The general valuation basis 
This valuation basis applies to  
all claims under the 1993 Act and 
most claims under the 1967 Act. 
Fundamentally, the leaseholder  
must pay market value for the  
interest that it is acquiring.

Term
If an enfranchisement claim is 
successful, the landlord will no 
longer receive ground rent income. 
To compensate the landlord, a 
capital sum is paid to replace the 
rental income that the landlord is 
losing. In order to calculate this, the 
ground rent is capitalised. This is 
done by selecting a capitalisation 
rate and applying the years purchase 
multiplier for the relevant term 
from the valuation tables. The 
capitalisation rate will reflect how 
attractive the ground rent is to an 
investor. It will be affected by the 
level of ground rent, the terms of the 
lease and reliability of payment. The 
better the ground rent income, the 
lower the capitalisation rate.

Reversion 
The landlord is also compensated  
for the loss of the right to vacant 
possession of the property on the 
expiry of the lease. There are a  
number of stages to this calculation:

• A base value must be found for 
the property. This is obtained 
by ascertaining the value of 
comparable properties that have 

been sold on long leases in real 
transactions.

• This base leasehold value  
must then be converted into a 
freehold value. This is done by 
establishing the relative value  
of the leasehold interest as against  

the freehold value of the same 
property. This percentage rate, 
known as relativity, is then 
multiplied by the base value to  
find the freehold value of the 
property. 

• This figure is then adjusted to 
account for the fact that the Acts 
provide for the various valuation 
assumptions to be applied to 
the calculation. For example, 
it is assumed that all tenant 
improvements are disregarded  
for the purpose of the valuation. 
Once this exercise is completed,  
the figure represents the  
freehold vacant possession  
value (FHVP).

• As the landlord would not be 
entitled to vacant possession  
of the freehold of the property  
until the end of the original lease 
term, a deferment rate must be 
applied. In Earl of Cadogan v  
Sportelli [2008] the Lands Tribunal 
set the deferment rate at 4.75% for 
houses and 5% for flats with leases 
of more than 20 years remaining. 
The valuer will then use valuation 
tables to find the value of £1 at  
the deferment rate on the date  
of the expiry of the lease. This  
value will be multiplied by the 
FHVP to give the current value  
of the reversion. 

Marriage value/hope value
A property is more valuable if the 
freehold is not subject to a lease  
owned by another entity. The  
difference between the value of 
freehold and leasehold interests,  
when in single ownership, and the 

lesser aggregate value of the freehold 
and leasehold interests, when they 
are held separately, is called marriage 
value. Under the Acts, where a lease 
has less than 80 years to run, the 
leaseholder must pay the landlord  
half the marriage value of the property. 
This reflects the Acts’ assumption 

that the leaseholder is the purchaser 
of the asset and, therefore, can realise 
the marriage value by acquiring the 
freehold interest. It is estimated that 
the leaseholder would pay half the 
marriage value to the landlord for 
this asset. Marriage value can have a 
significant impact on the valuation. 

Hope value is a deferred marriage 
value. It reflects the assumption  
that even though the leaseholder is 
not currently in the market, a potential 
purchaser of the freehold may have  
the hope of either acquiring the 
leasehold interest or selling the 
freehold interest to the leaseholder  
in the future, thereby unlocking  
the marriage value. It is not possible  
to claim hope value and marriage 
value. 

These are the three main 
components of the market value  
of a flat. In a collective enfranchisement 
claim, the market value of each flat  
will be aggregated to find the value  
of the freehold interest. 

Additional compensation
Finally, the valuation may include  
other additional sums which fall 
outside of these three core elements. 
The most common example of this  
is development value. This may 
include, for example, the value to 
the landlord of a potential rooftop 
development on top of a block.

Consultation responses
Leaseholder responses
Many leaseholder responses focused  
on the inherent unfairness of the 

Fundamentally, the leaseholder must pay market 
value for the interest that it is acquiring.

Earl of Cadogan v Sportelli  
[2008] UKHL 71
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leasehold system. The premium 
payable on enfranchisement was 
criticised as a double payment. 
Leaseholders have to purchase their 
lease and then pay again to extend it/
acquire the freehold. Other criticisms 
centred on the complexity of the 
valuation framework. The fact that  

the calculation involves so many 
different variables often leaves 
leaseholders unclear on the cost of 
enfranchising. A difference of just  
1% in deferment rate or relativity  
can have a major impact on price.  
This could lead to disputes which  
in themselves cause delays and  
increase the cost of the process. 

Landlord responses: human rights
Many landlord consultees raised  
the argument that any reduction  

in enfranchisement premiums  
would be unlawful under Art 1  
of the First Protocol (A1P1) of the 
European Convention on Human 
Rights. 

A1P1 grants every person the  
right to the ‘peaceful enjoyment of  
his possessions’. A1P1 is a qualified 

right, it prevents a person from being 
deprived of their property unless ‘it 
is in the public interest’. The lower 
the premium that a landlord is paid, 
the harder it becomes to justify an 
interference with this right. 

This argument plainly concerned 
the Commission. It obtained an 
opinion from counsel to confirm that 
all the reforms that it recommended 
were compliant with A1P1 and indeed 
a number of potential reforms were 
dismissed as a result. Notably, the 

report concluded that it would not 
be possible to introduce a valuation 
scheme based on a simple formula  
in all cases (such as a ground rent 
multiplier or a percentage of freehold 
value) on the grounds that this may 
produce arbitrary results and would 
not comply with A1P1.

See the box below for details of  
the Law Commission’s report.

Comment
The report is careful not to make any 
representations as to which scheme or 
combination of sub-option should be 
adopted. This, it states, is a matter of 
policy for the government. Overall, its 
recommendations are less radical than 
leaseholders may have hoped for. The 
fact that it has ruled out a valuation 
based on a simple formula in all 
but the most straightforward low-
value cases, as a result of A1P1, will 
be a relief to valuers and landlords 
alike. The future of valuation in 
enfranchisement, like so many things 
currently, will depend on how 
reformist Boris Johnson’s majority 
government proves to be. We wait 
with bated breath!  n

Many leaseholder responses focused on the  
inherent unfairness of the leasehold system.

The Law Commission has recommended three schemes to 
reform the overall framework of the enfranchisement valuation 
regime. The key differentiating factor between each scheme is 
whether marriage value is payable. 

Scheme 1
Under Scheme 1, it is assumed that the leaseholder is not  
in the market and will never be in the market. As such, the 
premium payable is made up of the value of the term and 
the reversion. Marriage and hope value are not payable. This 
approach is designed to reflect what the landlord would be 
entitled to if the lease ended at the end of the term and the 
tenant did not extend or acquire the freehold. 

Scheme 2 
Under Scheme 2, it is assumed that the leaseholder is not  
in the market at the time that the premium is calculated but  
may be in the future. Accordingly, the core elements of the 
premium are term, reversion and potentially hope value. This 
approach replicates the premium that a landlord may receive  
if it sold its interest to a third party. An investor would not  
pay marriage value, as the freehold and leasehold would  
remain separate, but might pay hope value as, in the future,  
it may be able to sell the freehold to the leaseholder.

Scheme 3
Under Scheme 3, it is assumed that the leaseholder is in the 
market at the time when the premium is calculated. This 
produces a valuation based on term, reversion and marriage 

value. This reflects the current position where a lease has 
dropped below 80 years.

Law Commission’s sub-options
The Commission has also put forward seven sub-options  
which can be applied to finetune the three overall  
schemes. These sub-options divide into two categories: 

•	 sub-options	which	would	reduce	the	premium	for	
leaseholders; and 

•	 sub-options	which	could	reduce	the	premium	for	
leaseholders if they were adopted alongside other  
reforms but taken alone have the effect of potentially  
raising the premium for some leaseholders. 

The benefit of this second category of sub-options is  
not purely financial, rather they are suggested as a means  
of simplifying the enfranchisement process. 

Category one sub-options
Sub-option 1: prescribed rates
The report recommends that the capitalisation rate,  
deferment rate and relativity are prescribed. The level  
of the prescribed rate could be set at or below market rent  
by the government. The benefit of this is that it will allow  
the government to regulate premiums and ensure that they  
are cheaper and more predictable. It will also avoid disputes  
over the applicable rate. 

The report
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Sub-option 2: capping ground rent
The report recommends that there could be a cap on the  
level of ground rent that is capitalised. This cap could be  
set at ground rents which are 0.1% of the freehold value  
(ie onerous ground rents). This would mean that, in so far  
as the ground rent exceeds 0.1% of the freehold value, it  
will be ignored for the purposes of the capitalisation  
calculation.

Sub-option 3: development value 
The report recommends that leaseholders should be  
allowed to elect whether to pay development value as  
part of the premium or, alternatively, to accept a restriction  
on their title preventing development in favour of the  
former landlord. If the leaseholder chooses to accept a 
restriction, and subsequently decides that they wanted  
to develop the block, they would pay a premium to their  
former landlord to release the restriction. This is quite 
controversial as former landlords could in theory sell on  
such a restriction which could impede future development. 

Sub-option 4: differential pricing for different types of leaseholder
The report recommends that a distinction could be  
drawn between owner-occupiers and commercial investors  
to ensure that only the former benefitted from reduced  
premiums. To effect this distinction the qualification criteria  
for reduced premiums could: 

•	 contain	a	residence	test;	

•	 apply	only	to	first-time	buyers;	or	

•	 apply	only	to	the	leaseholder’s	main	residence.	

The report did recognise the difficulties that a two-tier 
enfranchisement system could create. Therefore, it only 
recommends sub-option 4 if the government decided it  
wished to reduce premium levels below what could be  
justified under A1P1. This is because enabling private 
homeowners (rather than investors) to exercise rights  
in relation to enfranchisement could be used as public  
policy justification for a lower premium.

Category 2 sub-options
Sub-option 5: remove 80-year cut-off for marriage value
The report recommends that the 80-year cut-off for the  
payment of marriage value is removed. If Scheme 2 or 3  
above was adopted, this would mean that all leaseholders  
would be liable to pay marriage/hope value regardless of  
the term of the lease. The benefit of removing the  
arbitrary 80-year deadline is that it would eliminate its  
distorting impact on the market; leases with terms below  
80 years can rapidly drop in value. However, it would also  
mean that premiums would rise for all leaseholders with  
terms over 80 years. Therefore, the Commission only  
suggests this sub-option if it is implemented as part of a  
package of reforms, which include prescribing relativity  
at a tenant-friendly rate, so that any increase in premium  
is offset. 

Sub-option 6: discount for tenant improvements
The	report	recommends	that	the	disregard	for	tenant’s	
improvements should be removed or refined.
The argument for removing the disregard altogether is  
that it causes frequent disputes. In particular, it can be  
difficult	to	identify	what	an	‘improvement’	is.	However,	as	

removing the disregard would increase premiums for all 
leaseholders, the Commission only suggests this reform  
if it is part of a wider package which reduces premiums  
overall. 

Alternatively, the Commission also recommends that the 
discount could be simplified by the following:

•	 Rewording	the	assumption	so	the	improvements	 
themselves are disregarded rather than their value.  
The assumption would be that the property is  
unimproved and that the leaseholder has complied  
with their repairing obligations. This would reduce  
the risk of disputes. 

•	 Limiting	the	disregard	to	improvements	that	have	 
been made in the last 21 years. This would avoid the  
need to assess whether a historic improvement had  
been carried out during the term of the lease by a 
predecessor in title. 

•	 Only	improvements	which	added	space	or	altered	 
the layout of the property should be disregarded.  
This will prevent arguments about merely cosmetic  
changes. 

Sub-option 7: discount the risk of holding over 
The report recommends that the discount which is  
currently applied to the premium to reflect the risk that  
the leaseholder could hold-over should be removed or  
refined. The reason for this is that the discount is only  
relevant to very short leases and is rarely applied. The  
benefit of removing the discount is that it simplifies the  
premium calculation and avoids the time and expense of  
potential disputes. However, as removing the discount  
would increase premiums generally, the Commission  
has only recommended it on the basis that it forms  
part of wider reforms which reduce premiums overall  
for leaseholders. 

The online calculator 
The report recommends the creation of an online  
calculator to provide certainty to leaseholders over  
the price payable, while also simplifying the process  
and reducing costs. 

In	the	Commission’s	view,	a	meaningful	online	calculator	 
would only be possible if rates are prescribed and the 
government made the conventional valuation methodology,  
as outlined above, mandatory. This would mean that in the  
case of a standard individual enfranchisement claim, all the  
inputs would be fixed, with the exception of the FHVP value. 
This would ensure that, in an individual enfranchisement  
claim, where there is a very long lease (meaning that the 
reversionary value will be negligible) the calculator would  
be able to provide an exact enfranchisement figure. Even  
if there was a shorter term remaining on the lease, the  
calculator should be able to provide a range of premiums,  
which would provide some certainty to leaseholders. 

By	the	Commission’s	own	admission,	the	online	calculator	 
could not be infallible. It could not calculate the premium  
of	very	short	term	leases	where	the	reversion’s	value	is	a	
significant aspect of the calculation, or a where a calculation  
of additional value (such as development value) was 
necessary. 


